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SUSLIN TREES, THE BOUNDING NUMBER, AND PARTITION
RELATIONS
DILIP RAGHAVAN AND STEVO TODORCEVIC
Abstract. We investigate the unbalanced ordinary partition relations of the
form λÑ pλ, αq2 for various values of the cardinal λ and the ordinal α. For ex-
ample, we show that for every infinite cardinal κ, the existence of a κ`´Suslin
tree implies κ` Û
`
κ`, log
κ
pκ`q ` 2
˘
2
. The consistency of the positive par-
tition relation b Ñ pb, αq2 for all α ă ω1 for the bounding number b is also
established from large cardinals.
1. Introduction
We will only consider partitions of pairs into two colors in this paper. Many
positive relations that hold for such partitions tend to fail for more general ones,
or hold only in a weakened form, including all of the positive relations considered
in this paper. The reader who is also interested in more general partitions may
consult [5] or [3] for a survey. A wealth of both positive and negative results is now
known about partitions of pairs into two colors.
Definition 1. For any set X and cardinal κ, rXsκ “ tA Ă X : |A| “ κu. In
particular, rXs
2
denotes the collection of unordered pairs from X .
For any set X and a function c : X Ñ 2, K0,c denotes tA P X : cpAq “ 0u and
K1,c denotes tA P X : cpAq “ 1u.
We will sometimes omit the subscript c when it is clear from the context. The
following notation, which is known as the ordinary partition relation, was first
systematically studied in a 1956 paper by Erdo˝s and Rado [2]. This concept will
be the main focus of our paper. For any set of ordinals X , otppXq denotes the
order–type of X with its natural well–order.
Definition 2. Let α, β, and γ be ordinals. α Ñ pβ, γq2 means the following: for
any function c : rαs
2
Ñ 2 either
‚ there is a set X Ă α such that otppXq “ β and rXs
2
Ă K0,
or
‚ there is a set X Ă α such that otppXq “ γ and rXs2 Ă K1.
Using this notation we have the simplest partition relations 6 Ñ p3, 3q2 and
5 Û p3, 3q
2
. The well–known Ramsey’s theorem can be stated as the relation
ω Ñ pω, ωq
2
. Any na¨ıve attempt to generalize Ramsey’s theorem to uncountable
ordinals fails since, for example, 2ℵ0 Û pω1, ω1q
2
via the well-known Sierpinski
partition. Indeed for any cardinal κ ą ω, κ Ñ pκ, κq2 if and only if κ is weakly
compact. So for smaller cardinals such as ω1 one investigates unbalanced versions
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κ Ñ pκ, αq2 of this relation. The first step in this direction was taken by Erdo˝s,
Dushnik and Miller (see [3]), who showed that for any cardinal κ ě ω, κÑ pκ, ωq
2
.
The following is a basic question guiding research in this area and lies behind most
of the work in this paper.
Question 3. To what extent can the Erdo˝s-Dushnik-Miller theorem be improved?
Erdo˝s and Rado (see [3]) showed that if κ ą ω and κ is a regular cardinal, then
κ Ñ pκ, ω ` 1q
2
, providing the first improvement to the Erdo˝s- Dushnik-Miller
theorem. The question of whether this theorem of Erdo˝s and Rado can be further
improved by increasing the ordinal in the second alternative from ω ` 1 to ω ` 2
has a surprising answer even in the case when κ “ ω1. Todorcevic [15] showed
that if b “ ω1, then ω1 Û pω1, ω ` 2q
2
, while PFA implies that for all α ă ω1,
ω1 Ñ pω1, αq
2
(see [17]). Here b is the bounding number.
Definition 4. For functions f, g P ωω, f ď˚ g means Dn P ω@m ě n rfpmq ď gpmqs.
A set X Ă ωω is unbounded if there is no f P ωω such that @g P X rg ď˚ f s. b is
the least size of an unbounded subset of ωω.
Under PFA, b “ 2ℵ0 “ ℵ2, and Laver [8] showed that MA ` 2
ℵ0 “ ℵ2 implies
ω2 Û pω2, ω ` 2q
2 (see also Chapter 13 of [17]). In light of these results Todorcevic
posed the following question in the late 80s.
Question 5. Is it consistent to have b Ñ pb, αq
2
, for all α ă ω1? Can this hold
when b “ 2ℵ0?
Another way to pose this question is to ask whether the relation bÛ pb, ω ` 2q
2
is provable without any further assumptions on b. We give a positive answer to
Question 5 in this paper assuming the consistency of large cardinals. In Section 4
we are able to show the consistency of MApσ ´ linkedq with the partition relation
2ℵ0 Ñ
`
2ℵ0 , α
˘2
, for all α ă ω1, starting from a measurable cardinal.
Erdo˝s and Rado actually established a stronger from of their above mentioned
theorem for uncountable successor cardinals. They showed (see [3]) that if κ ě ω is
any cardinal, then κ` Ñ pκ`, logκpκ
`q ` 1q
2
. The notation logκpκ
`q is explained
in Definition 11. Question 3 motivates the following problem.
Question 6. Under what circumstances does the relation κ` Ñ pκ`, logκpκ
`q ` 2q
2
hold for an infinite cardinal κ? More generally, when does κ` Ñ pκ`, αq
2
, for all
α ă κ`?
If 2κ “ κ`, then κ` Û pκ`, κ` 2q
2
(see [5]). This result was first proved for
regular κ by Hajnal and then later generalized to all infinite κ by Todorcevic. GCH
is equivalent to the statement that logκpκ
`q “ cfpκq, for all κ ě ω. So under GCH,
the relation κ` Ñ pκ`, logκpκ
`q ` 2q
2
fails for every infinite regular κ. However this
result does not address singular cardinals. Observe that when κ “ ℵω, logκpκ
`q “
ω, regardless of any assumptions about cardinal arithmetic. In Section 3, we give
a further negative result pertaining to Question 6. We show that if κ ě ω is any
cardinal such that there exists a κ`–Suslin tree, then κ` Û pκ`, logκpκ
`q ` 2q
2
.
In particular, to force the consistency of ℵω`1 Ñ pℵω`1, ω ` 2q
2, one would need
to get rid of all ℵω`1–Suslin trees. It is known that this requires some fairly large
cardinals. This theorem is established via a negative partition relation for the
comparable pairs of a κ`–Suslin tree, which may be of independent interest.
In this paper, we also consider the following rectangular version of the ordinary
partition relation.
Definition 7. Let α, β, γ, and δ be ordinals. αÑ pβ, pγ : δqq2 means the following:
for any coloring c : rαs
2
Ñ 2 either
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‚ there is a set X Ă α, such that otppXq “ β and rXs
2
Ă K0,
or
‚ there exist sets A,B Ă α such that:
(1) otppAq “ γ and otppBq “ δ;
(2) @ζ P A@ξ P B rζ ă ξs;
(3) @ζ P A@ξ P B rtζ, ξu P K1s.
The relation αÑ pβ, pγ : δqq
2
appears weaker than the relation αÑ pβ, γ ` δq
2
.
While the first alternative is the same for both of them, the second alternative
of the rectangular partition relation asks for a homogeneous rectangle of length γ
and width δ where the second alternative of the ordinary partition relation asks
for a homogeneous square with sides γ ` δ. Getting a homogeneous rectangle is
generally much easier than getting a homogeneous square. Laver in fact proved
the following stronger statement in his above mentioned paper [8]: MA` 2ℵ0 “ ℵ2
implies 2ℵ0 Û
`
2ℵ0 , pω : 2q
˘2
. Baumgartner [1] proved that if GCH holds in V and
if κ is a regular cardinal in V, then there is a cofinality preserving extension in
which 2ℵ0 “ κ` and 2ℵ0 Û
`
2ℵ0 , pω : 2q
˘2
.
It is not hard to see that if there is a κ-complete ideal I on κ such that I `
has the c.c.c., then κ Ñ pκ, pω : 2qq
2
. On the other hand, Todorcevic showed in
[14] that if κ is any cardinal with cfpκq ą ω, then there is a c.c.c. forcing extension
in which κ Û pκ, ω ` 2q2. In particular if κ is a measurable cardinal, then in this
extension, there is a κ complete ideal I on κ with the property that I ` is c.c.c.
Thus he was able to prove that the relation 2ℵ0 Ñ
`
2ℵ0 , pω : 2q
˘2
is consistently
strictly weaker than the relation 2ℵ0 Ñ
`
2ℵ0 , ω ` 2
˘2
, given the consistency of a
measurable cardinal. Komja´th [6] produced a model where ω1 Ñ pω1, pω : 2qq
2
while ω1 Û pω1, ω ` 2q
2
without using any large cardinals. In Section 3 of this
paper, we generalize Komja´th’s result to all successor cardinals. For each κ ě ω,
we produce a model in which κ` Ñ pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
holds and κ` Ñ pκ`, ω ` 2q
2
fails starting only with the consistency of ZFC.
2. Notation
We set out some notation that will be used throughout the paper in this section.
“a Ă b” means @x rx P a ùñ x P bs, so the symbol “Ă” does not denote proper
subset. c denotes 2ℵ0 . For a set X , PpXq is the powerset of X .
An ideal I on a set X is said to be κ-complete if for any δ ă κ and any sequence
xAα : α ă δy of elements of I ,
Ť
αăδAα P I . I
` denotes the collection of I -
positive sets – that is, I ` “ PpXqzI . When we think of I ` as a forcing notion
it will be understood that the relation is Ă. For a proper non-empty ideal I on X ,
forcing with xI `,Ăy is equivalent to forcing with the Boolean algebra PpXq{I .
I
˚ denotes the dual filter to I – that is, I ˚ “ tXzA : A P I u.
We will frequently make use of elementary submodels. We will simply write
“M ă Hpθq” to mean “M is an elementary submodel of Hpθq, where θ is a regular
cardinal that is large enough for the argument at hand”.
We will consider various forcing axioms and also the maximal fragments of these
axioms that is consistent with existence of a Suslin tree on ω1.
Definition 8. Let Γ be a class of forcing notions and κ a cardinal. MAκpΓq is the
following statement: If P P Γ and xDα : α ă κy is a sequence of dense subsets of
P, then there exists a filter G Ă P such that @α ă κ rDα XG ‰ 0s. MApΓq is the
statement that @κ ă c rMAκpΓq holdss. MA is MApΓq with Γ equaling the class of
c.c.c. posets.
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Definition 9. For a cardinal κ ě ω, S is a κ-Suslin tree if S is a tree of size κ, but
S has no chains or antichains of size κ.
Given a κ-Suslin tree S, Sr2s denotes tta, bu Ă S : a ă bu.
Definition 10. Let S be an ω1-Suslin tree. MApSq is the following statement: if P
is a poset with the property that Pˆ S is c.c.c. and if tDα : α ă κu is a collection
of dense subsets of P, where κ is a cardinal less than c, then there is a filter G on
P such that @α ă κ rGXDα ‰ 0s.
3. A negative partition relation from a Suslin tree
In this section, we shed some light on Question 6 by showing that κ` Û
pκ`, logκpκ
`q ` 2q
2
, if there is a κ`-Suslin tree. The logarithmic operation is de-
fined as follows.
Definition 11. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal. Define
logκpκ
`q “ mintλ : κλ ą κu.
Note that logκpκ
`q is a regular cardinal greater than or equal to ω and that
logκpκ
`q ď cfpκq. We also consider the following variation:
Definition 12. Let κ ě ω and λ ď κ be cardinals.
λÒκ “ tf : f is a strictly increasing function from λ to κu
The following is easy to check. We leave its proof to the reader.
Lemma 13. Let κ and λ be cardinals with ω ď λ ď cfpκq ď κ. Then
ˇˇ
λÒκ
ˇˇ
“ κλ.
In particular, if κ ě ω is a cardinal and λ “ logκpκ
`q, then
ˇˇ
λÒκ
ˇˇ
“ κλ ą κ.
Our negative partition result is obtained by considering colorings of the pairs of
comparable elements of a Suslin tree. Partition relations involving such colorings
were studied by Ma´te´ [10], and Todorcevic [13] proved similar partition relations
for more general partial orders. The coloring shown to exist in Theorem 16 was
originally discovered in the special case when κ` “ ω1 and exposed in Theorem 28
of [11].
Lemma 14. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal. Let θ be a sufficiently large regular cardinal
and fix x P Hpθq. There is M ă Hpθq such that
(1) κY txu ĂM and |M | “ κ;
(2) For each α ă logκpκ
`q, αM ĂM .
Proof. For ease of notation, write λ “ logκpκ
`q. Build a sequence xMξ : ξ ă λy
with the following properties:
(3) x PM0 and for each ξ ă λ, Mξ ă Hpθq with κ ĂMξ and |Mξ| “ κ;
(4) for all ζ ă ξ ă λ, Mζ ĂMξ;
(5) for each α ă λ, @λ ą β ě α rαMβ ĂMβ`1s.
Suppose that such a sequence has been built. Put M “
Ť
ξăλMξ. By (3) and (4),
M ă Hpθq and κYtxu ĂM . Since λ ď κ, |M | “ κ. Let α ă λ and fix f : αÑM .
For each η ă α there is ξη ă λ such that fpηq PMξη . By the regularity of λ, there
is α ď ξ ă λ such that @η ă α rξη ď ξs. Therefore, f P
αMξ Ă Mξ`1 Ă M . Thus
(1) and (2) hold.
To build such a sequence, proceed as follows. M0 can be an arbitrary elementary
submodel of Hpθq containing κYtxu of size κ. If α ă λ and Mα is given, then note
that by the definition of λ, for all ξ ď α,
ˇˇ
ξMα
ˇˇ
ď κ. Therefore, it is possible to
find Mα`1 ă Hpθq such that |Mα`1| “ κ and Mα Y
´Ť
ξďα
ξMα
¯
Ă Mα`1. When
α ă λ is a limit ordinal, put Mα “
Ť
ξăαMξ. It is clear that this works. %
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Lemma 15. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal and suppose that S is a κ`-Suslin tree. Let θ
be a sufficiently large regular cardinal. Fix M ă Hpθq such that κ Ă M , |M | “ κ,
and M contains all the relevant objects. Put δ “ M X κ`. Let L Ă S be such that
thtpsq : s P M X Lu is unbounded in δ. Let D Ă S with D P M . Assume that
@s P LXMDt P D rt ě ss. Then there is s P LXM such that D is dense above s in
S. Moreover, if there is t P S such that L “ predptq, then thtpsq : s P LXM XDu
is unbounded in δ.
Proof. Put E “ tx P S : coneDpxq “ 0u. E P M . So there exists A P M such that
A Ă E, A is an antichain, and A is maximal with respect to these two properties.
As A has size at most κ, find α ă δ such that A Ă Săα. Let x P LXM be such that
htpxq ě α. If D is not dense above x in S, then there is s P S such that s ě x and
coneDpsq “ 0. Thus s P E and is comparable to some a P A. It follows that a ď x.
However, by hypothesis, there is y P D with x ď y. y P coneDpaq, contradicting
a P E.
For the second statement assume that L “ predSpsq for some s P S, and fix
α ă δ. By the first statement, fix x P L XM such that D is dense above x in S.
Note that coneDpxq P M and that it is a set of size κ
`. Put B “ ty P coneDpxq :
htpyq ą αu P M . Choose A P M such that A Ă B, A is an antichain, and A is
maximal with respect to these two properties. As A has size at most κ, fix β ă δ
such that A Ă Săβ . Fix t P LXM with htptq ą maxtα, β, htpxqu. Thus t ě x and
there is y P D with y ě t. Since y P B, there is a P A such that a ď y. It follows
that a ď t ď s. Therefore, a P LXD XM and htpaq ą α. %
Theorem 16. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal. Assume that S is a κ`-Suslin tree. Further-
more, assume that for each s P S, succpsq “ tt P S : t ě s and htptq “ htpsq`1u has
size exactly equal to κ and also that |tt P S : t ě su| “ κ`. Then there is a coloring
c : Sr2s Ñ 2 such that
(1) There is no X Ă S such that |X | “ κ` and X r2s Ă K0;
(2) There is no s P S and B Ă predpsq such that otppBq “ logκpκ
`q ` 2 and
Br2s Ă K1.
Proof. Write λ for logκpκ
`q For f, g P λκ, if f ‰ g, let ∆pf, gq denote the least
α ă λ such that fpαq ‰ gpαq. Choose a collection tfs : s P Su of κ
`-many pairwise
distinct elements of λÒκ. This is possible since by Lemma 13,
ˇˇ
λÒκ
ˇˇ
“ κλ ą κ. For
each s P S, let ts`β : β P κu be a 1-1 enumeration of succpsq. Now, define c : S
r2s Ñ 2
as follows. For any pair s, t P S, if s ă t, then there is a unique β P κ such that
s`β ď t. If ftp∆pfs, ftqq “ β, then set cpts, tuq “ 1. Otherwise cpts, tuq “ 0. The
first claim will establish (1).
Claim 17. There is no X P rSs
κ`
such that X r2s Ă K0.
Proof. Suppose not. Fix a counterexample X . Let θ be a sufficiently large reg-
ular cardinal. Let M ă Hpθq be of size κ such that @α ă λ rαM ĂM s and
κ Y txS,ăSy, xfs : s P Sy, xxs
`
β : β P κy : s P Sy, c,Xu Ă M . XzM is a subset
of S of size κ`. So it is not an antichain. Fix t, u P XzM such that t ă u. We will
get a contradiction if we can show that ft “ fu. To this end, fix α ă λ and assume
that ftpξq “ fupξq, for all ξ ă α. Let σ “ ftæα “ fuæα. By the closure properties
of M , σ P M . Consider any s P predXptq XM . Let βpsq denote the unique β P κ
such that s`β ď t. If σ “ fsæα and if βpsq “ ftpαq, then since cpts, tuq “ 0, it
follows that fspαq “ ftpαq. Put ζ “ ftpαq and ζ
˚ “ fupαq. Let
D “
!
v P S : Ds P X
”
fsæα “ σ and fspαq “ ζ
˚ and s`ζ “ v
ı)
.
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It is easy to see that D P M . Let L “ predptq. Note that u`ζ P D. Therefore,
@y P LXMDv P D ry ď vs. So by Lemma 15, we can find v P LXMXD. Let s P X
be such that fsæα “ σ, fspαq “ ζ
˚ and s`ζ “ v. Then s ă t and s PM X predXptq.
Since s`ζ “ v ď t, βpsq “ ζ “ ftpαq. Thus fupαq “ ζ
˚ “ fspαq “ ftpαq. So by
induction on α P λ, @α P λ rfupαq “ ftpαqs, which is a contradiction. %
We next work toward showing that (2) holds. We need a few preliminary claims.
Aiming for a contradiction, fix s P S and B Ă predpsq such that otppBq “ λ ` 2
and Br2s Ă K1. For each α ă λ ` 2, let spαq denote the α-th element of B, and
for each α ă λ, let βpαq be the unique β ă κ such that pspαqq
`
β P predpsq. Using
the partition relation λ Ñ pλ, ωq2 and the regularity of λ, we conclude that there
is A P rλsλ such that:
either there exists β ă κ such that for all α P A, βpαq “ β
or for all ξ, α P A if ξ ă α, then βpξq ă βpαq.
Claim 18. For each σ P κăλ, there is no set X P rκs
λ
such that @γ P XDαγ P
A
“
fspαγq Ą σ
"xγy
‰
.
Proof. Suppose not. Note that for all γ0, γ1 P X , if αγ0 “ αγ1 , then γ0 “ γ1.
Therefore, applying again the partition relation λÑ pλ, ωq
2
and the regularity of λ,
there is Y P rXsλ such that @γ0, γ1 P Y rγ0 ă γ1 ùñ αγ0 ă αγ1 s. Fix γ0 ă γ1 ă γ2
in Y . Then s pαγ0q ă s pαγ1q ă s pαγ2q are members ofB. As c pts pαγ0q , s pαγ1quq “
1 and as f
spαγ0q
Ą σ"xγ0y and fspαγ1q
Ą σ"xγ1y, βpαγ0q “ γ1. Similarly, βpαγ0q “
γ2. This a contradiction. %
For each σ P κăλ, let Aσ “ tα P A : σ Ă fspαqu.
Claim 19. Let σ, τ P κăλ such that both Aσ and Aτ have size λ. Then σ and τ
are comparable.
Proof. Suppose not. Let δ be the least ordinal less than mintdompσq, dompτqu
such that σpδq ‰ τpδq. Consider any α P Aσ. There is α
1 P Aτ with α ă α
1.
Since c ptspαq, spα1quq “ 1 and since σ Ă fspαq and τ Ă fspα1q, it follows that
τpδq “ βpαq. Thus we have @α P Aσ rβpαq “ τpδqs. By a similar reasoning, we get
@α P Aτ rβpαq “ σpδqs. However, this contradicts the way A was chosen. %
Claim 20. For each δ ă λ, there is a unique σ P κδ such that |AzAσ| ă λ.
Proof. The uniqueness of σ follows from Claim 19. To prove existence, we proceed
by induction on δ. If δ “ 0, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose that δ ă λ and
σ P κδ has the property that |AzAσ| ă λ. Clearly, |Aσ| “ λ and Aσ “
Ť
γPκAσ"xγy.
By Claim 18, X “
 
γ P κ : Aσ"xγy ‰ 0
(
has size less than λ. So by the regularity of
λ, there must be γ P X such that
ˇˇ
Aσ"xγy
ˇˇ
“ λ. By Claim 19, for any γ˚ P Xztγu,ˇˇ
Aσ"xγ˚y
ˇˇ
ă λ. Therefore, AzAσ"xγy “ pAzAσq Y
´Ť
γ˚PXztγuAσ"xγ˚y
¯
is a set of
size less than λ. Finally, suppose that δ ă λ is a limit ordinal and that for each
µ ă δ there is a σµ P κ
µ such that
ˇˇ
AzAσµ
ˇˇ
ă λ. By Claim 19, the σµ form a chain
and so σ “
Ť
µăδσµ P κ
δ. As AzAσ “
Ť
µăδ
`
AzAσµ
˘
, it follows from the regularity
of λ that |AzAσ| ă λ. %
For each δ ă λ, let σδ be the unique member of κ
δ such that |AzAσδ | ă λ. Again
the σδ form a chain and so f “
Ť
δăλσδ P κ
λ. Moreover, it is easy to see that f
is strictly increasing. There is at most one α P A such that f “ fspαq. Therefore,
using again the partition relation λÑ pλ, ωq
2
and the regularity of λ, it is possible
to find A˚ P rAs
λ
such that:
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(3) @α P A˚
“
f ‰ fspαq
‰
;
(4) either there is a fixed δ ă λ such that @α P A˚
“
∆
`
f, fspαq
˘
“ δ
‰
or for all
α, α˚ P A˚ with α ă α˚, ∆
`
f, fspαq
˘
ă ∆
`
f, fspα˚q
˘
.
If there is a δ ă λ such that @α P A˚
“
∆
`
f, fspαq
˘
“ δ
‰
, then A˚ Ă AzAσδ`1 ,
contradicting the fact that
ˇˇ
AzAσδ`1
ˇˇ
ă λ. Therefore, for all α, α˚ P A˚, if α ă α˚,
then ∆
`
f, fspαq
˘
ă ∆
`
f, fspα˚q
˘
.
Now suppose first that there is a fixed β ă κ such that @α P A˚ rβpαq “ βs.
Choose α0 ă α1 ă α2, all in A
˚. It is clear that ∆
`
fspα0q, fspα2q
˘
“ ∆
`
f, fspα0q
˘
and that ∆
`
fspα1q, fspα2q
˘
“ ∆
`
f, fspα1q
˘
. Therefore,
β “ fspα2q
`
∆
`
fspα0q, fspα2q
˘˘
“ f
`
∆
`
f, fspα0q
˘˘
and also
β “ fspα2q
`
∆
`
fspα1q, fspα2q
˘˘
“ f
`
∆
`
f, fspα1q
˘˘
.
This is a contradiction because f is strictly increasing.
In the other case, that is, when @α, α˚ P A˚ rα ă α˚ ùñ βpαq ă βpα˚qs, we
argue as follows. There must be δ P tλ, λ ` 1u such that f ‰ fspδq. Choose
α P A˚ with ∆
`
f, fspαq
˘
ą ∆
`
f, fspδq
˘
and βpαq ‰ fspδq
`
∆
`
f, fspδq
˘˘
. Since
cptspαq, spδquq “ 1, we have βpαq “ fspδq
`
∆
`
fspαq, fspδq
˘˘
“ fspδq
`
∆
`
f, fspδq
˘˘
‰
βpαq. This is a contradiction which completes the proof. %
Theorem 21. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal. If there is a κ`-Suslin tree, then
κ` Û
`
κ`, logκpκ
`q ` 2
˘2
.
Proof. If there is a κ`-Suslin tree, then there is a κ`-Suslin tree S that satisfies
the hypotheses of Theorem 16. Fix a coloring c : Sr2s Ñ 2 such that (1) and (2) of
Theorem 16 are satisfied. As |S| “ κ`, let xsα : α ă κ
`y be a 1-1 enumeration of
S. Define d : rκ`s
2
Ñ 2 as follows. For α, β P κ` with α ă β, if sα ă sβ and if
c ptsα, sβuq “ 1, then define dptα, βuq “ 1. Otherwise, define dptα, βuq “ 0.
To see that the first alternative fails, fix A Ă κ` of size κ`. Define k : rAs
2
Ñ 2
as follows. Given α, β P A with α ă β, if sβ ă sα, then put kptα, βuq “ 1.
Otherwise, put kptα, βuq “ 0. Applying the partition relation κ` Ñ pκ`, ωq
2
, if
there is a set C Ă A with otppCq “ ω and k2rCs
2
“ t1u, then we get a infinite
strictly decreasing sequence of elements of S, which is not possible. So there must
be C P rAs
κ`
such that k2rCs
2
“ t0u. Now, X “ tsα : α P Cu is a subset of S of size
κ`, and so X r2s Ć K0,c. Suppose s, t P X with s ă t and ts, tu R K0,c. Let α, β P C
be such that s “ sα and t “ sβ . Obviously, α ‰ β. If β ă α, then kptβ, αuq “ 1,
contradicting the choice of C. Therefore, α ă β, sα ă sβ , and c ptsα, sβuq “ 1.
This implies that dptα, βuq “ 1. Thus rAs
2
Ć K0,d.
To see that the second alternative also fails, fix A Ă κ` whose order-type is
logκpκ
`q ` 2, and suppose that d2rAs
2
“ t1u. In particular, this implies that for
any α, β P A, if α ă β, then sα ă sβ . Therefore, B “ tsα : α P Au is a subset
of S of order-type logκpκ
`q ` 2 and B Ă pred
`
smaxpAq
˘
. So Br2s Ć K1,c. Suppose
s, t P B, s ă t, and that ts, tu R K1,c. Let α, β P A be such that s “ sα and t “ sβ .
Clearly, α ă β, and since dptα, βuq “ 1, it follows that cpts, tuq “ 1. This is a
contradiction which completes the proof. %
Here are some immediate corollaries of our theorem. First, if cfpκq “ ω, then
logκpκ
`q “ ω. Therefore we get the following at ℵω`1.
Corollary 22. If there is an ℵω`1-Suslin tree, then ℵω`1 Û pℵω`1, ω ` 2q
2
.
It is known that powerful large cardinal hypotheses are needed to destroy all
Suslin trees at ℵω`1. The current best result due to Sinapova [12] uses ω many
supercompact cardinals.
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For ω2 we get the following picture: if there is a ω2-Suslin tree and 2
ω ě ω2, then
ω2 Û pω2, ω ` 2q
2; if there is a ω2-Suslin tree and 2
ω “ ω1, then ω2 Û pω2, ω1 ` 2q
2.
The consistency of the relation ω2 Ñ pω2, ω1 ` 2q
2
is unknown at present.
Question 23. Is it consistent that ω2 Ñ pω2, αq
2
, for all α ă ω2? If so, then what
is its consistency strength?
By Sierpinski’s classical coloring, ω2 Ñ pω1, ω1q
2
implies CH. So by our Theorem
21, a positive answer to Question 23 requires both CH and the non-existence of ω2-
Suslin trees. A model where these requirements are satisfied was constructed by
Laver and Shelah [9] using a weakly compact cardinal. It is unknown whether
the weakly compact cardinal is needed for their result but it is for the stronger
version of their result claiming the consistency of CH with the statement that all
ℵ2-Aronszajn trees are special (see, for example, Corollary 7.2.15 of [16]) It can
be shown, however, that ω2 Û pω2, ω1 ` 2q
2
holds in their model. This does not
rule out that their scheme of collapsing a large cardinal to ℵ2 and then iteratively
destroying all counterexamples to ω2 Ñ pω2, ω1 ` 2q
2
can not be applied.
We next use Theorem 21 to generalize a result of Komja´th [6] to all successor
cardinals. Our result distinguishes between the relations κ` Ñ pκ`, ω ` 2q
2
and
κ` Ñ pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
without the use of any large cardinals.
Lemma 24. Let κ ě ω1 be a cardinal. Suppose c : rκs
2 Ñ 2 is a coloring. Suppose
there exists a sequence xFα : α ă ω ` ωy such that:
(1) Dn P ωzt0u@α ă ω ` ω rFα P rκs
n
s;
(2) for each α ă β ă ω ` ω, maxpFαq ă minpFβq, and there exist ζ P Fα and
ξ P Fβ such that cptζ, ξuq “ 1.
Then there exist A Ă κ and γ, δ P κ such that:
(3) otppAq “ ω and @ξ P A rξ ă γ ă δs;
(4) @ξ P A rcptξ, γuq “ cptξ, δuq “ 1s.
Proof. Let U be an ultrafilter on ω. For each i ă n and α ă ω`ω, let Fαpiq denote
the ith element of Fα. By (2), for each ω ď γ ă ω`ω, there are xiγ , jγy P nˆn and
Aγ P U such that @k P Aγ rc ptFkpiγq, Fγpjγquq “ 1s. Find ω ď γ ă δ ă ω ` ω such
that xiγ, jγy “ xiδ, jδy “ xi, jy, for some xi, jy P nˆn. Let A “ tFkpiq : k P AγXAδu.
Then it is clear that A, Fγpjq, and Fδpjq are as needed. %
Theorem 25. Let κ ě ω be a cardinal and let S be an ω1-Suslin tree. Assume
that 2ω “ κ``, that MApSq holds, and that there exists a κ`-Suslin tree. Then
κ` Ñ pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
, while κ` Û pκ`, ω ` 2q
2
.
Proof. The existence of a κ`-Suslin tree and the hypothesis that 2ω ě κ` ensure
κ` Û pκ`, ω ` 2q
2
. Suppose for a contradiction that c : rκ`s
2
Ñ 2 is a coloring
that witnesses κ` Û pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
. We find a c.c.c. poset Pc preserving S such
that any filter meeting a certain collection of κ` many dense subsets of Pc yields a
0-homogeneous subset of κ` of size κ`. This will give a contradiction.
Claim 26. There is a δ ă κ` such that for any F P rκ`s
ăω
, if F X δ “ 0, then
@α ă κ`Dκ` ą β ą α@ξ P F rξ ă β ^ cptξ, βuq “ 0s.
Proof. If not, then it is possible to build a sequence xFα : α ă κ
`y such that for
each α ă κ`
(1) Fα P rκ
`s
ăω
and Fα ‰ 0;
(2) @µ ă α rmaxpFµq ă minpFαqs;
(3) @µ ă αDζ P FµDξ P Fα rcptζ, ξuq “ 1s.
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Now, there are n P ωzt0u and X Ă κ` such that otppXq “ ω ` ω and @α P
X r|Fα| “ ns. However, by Lemma 24, this contradicts the supposition that c is
witness to κ` Û pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
. %
Fix δ as in the claim above. Put Pc “ tF P rκ
`s
ăω
: F X δ “ 0 ^ rF s
2
Ă K0u.
For F,G P Pc, G ď F if G Ą F .
Claim 27. Pc is c.c.c. and preserves S.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that SˆPc is c.c.c. Suppose that xxsα, Fαy : α ă ω1y
is a sequence of pairwise incompatible elements of S ˆ Pc. As S is c.c.c., there is
a pV, Sq-generic filter G such that tα ă ω1 : sα P Gu is uncountable. Work in
V rGs. Let X “ tα ă ω1 : sα P Gu. For any α, β P X with α ă β, Fα and Fβ are
incompatible in Pc. By shrinking X to a smaller uncountable set if necessary, we
may assume that there exist R P rκ`s
ăω
and n P ωzt0u such that:
(4) @α, β P X rα ă β ùñ Fα X Fβ “ Rs;
(5) @α P X r|FαzR| “ ns;
(6) @α, β P X rα ă β ùñ maxpFαzRq ă minpFβzRqs.
Also, for any α, β P X with α ă β, the incompatibility of Fα and Fβ implies that
Dζ P FαzRDξ P FβzR rcptζ, ξuq “ 1s. Let Y Ă X be a set with otppY q “ ω ` ω.
As S does not add any new countable sets of ordinals, Y P V. Since R P V, the
sequence xFαzR : α P Y y P V, and it fulfills in V the hypotheses of Lemma 24,
thus contradicting the supposition that c witnesses κ` Û pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
in V. %
To complete the proof, note that by Claim 26, for each α ă κ`, the set Dα “
tF P Pc : Dβ P F rα ă βsu is dense in Pc. If G Ă Pc is a filter such that @α ă
κ` rGXDα ‰ 0s, then X “
Ť
G P rκ`s
κ`
and rXs2 Ă K0, a final contradiction.
%
Corollary 28. Let κ ě ω be cardinal. It is consistent to have κ` Ñ pκ`, pω : 2qq
2
,
while κ` Û pκ`, ω ` 2q
2
.
Proof. It needs to be seen that the hypotheses of Theorem 16 are consistent. Let
V be a ground model satisfying GCH, and suppose that in V S is an ω1-Suslin tree
and that T is a κ`-Suslin tree. Using a bookkeeping device to ensure that all names
for posets of size at most κ` are eventually considered, build a FS iteration of c.c.c.
posets xPα, Q˚α : α ď κ
``y as follows. At a stage α ă κ``, if the object handed by
the bookkeeping device is a full Pα-name Q˚ for a poset such that ,α “Q˚ˆS is c.c.c.
2,
then let Q˚α “ Q˚. Otherwise let Q˚α be a full Pα-name for the trivial poset. Let G
be a pV,Pκ``q-generic filter. It is well-known that S remains an ω1-Suslin tree in
V rGs. Standard arguments show that 2ω “ κ`` and MApSq hold in V rGs. Thus if
κ` “ ω1, then all the required statements hold in V rGs. So assume that κ
` ą ω1.
It suffices to check that T remains a κ`-Suslin tree inV rGs. We check that TˆPκ``
is κ`-c.c. in V. Suppose for a contradiction that xxsα, pαy : α ă κ
`y P V is
a sequence of pairwise incompatible elements of T ˆ Pκ`` . As T is κ
`-c.c. in
V, there is a pV,Tq-generic filter H such that tα ă κ` : sα P Hu is cofinal in
κ`. Using the fact that T is a κ`-Suslin tree in V and the fact that ω1 ă κ
`,
find a Y P V such that the following hold in V: Y Ă κ`, otppY q “ ω1 and
@α, β P Y rα ă β ùñ sα M sβs. However, this implies that xpα : α P Y y is a
sequence of pairwise incompatible elements of Pκ`` , which contradicts the fact
that Pκ`` is c.c.c. in V. This completes the proof that T remains a κ
`-Suslin tree
in V rGs. %
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As mentioned in the introduction, Todorcevic [14] distinguished between the re-
lations cÑ pc, ω ` 2q
2
and c Ñ pc, pω : 2qq
2
using a measurable cardinal. Corollary
28 does not seem to address this.
Question 29. Is ZFC ` c Ñ pc, pω : 2qq
2
` c Û pc, ω ` 2q
2
consistent relative to
just ZFC?
4. Consistency of bÑ pb, αq
2
from a measurable cardinal
We give a positive answer to Question 5 relative to a measurable cardinal in this
section. The analysis of certain strong chain conditions will play a key role.
Definition 30. We define the following strong forms of the countable chain con-
dition on a poset:
(1) we say that a poset P is σ-linked if there exists a sequence xPn : n P ωy
such that P “
Ť
nPωPn and @n P ω@p, p
1 P Pn rp MP p
1s.
(2) we say that a poset P has the σ-bounded-c.c. if there exist a sequence
xPn : n P ωy and a function f P ω
ω such that:
(a) P “
Ť
nPωPn;
(b) for each n P ω, if xpi : i ă fpnq ` 1y is a sequence of elements of Pn,
then Di ă j ă fpnq ` 1 such that pi MP pj .
(3) we say that a poset P has the σ-finite-c.c. if there exists a sequence xPn :
n P ωy such that P “
Ť
nPωPn and for each n P ω, if xpi : i ă ωy is a
sequence of elements of Pn, then Di ă j ă ω rpi MP pjs.
It is clear that p1q ùñ p2q ùñ p3q and that p3q implies that P is c.c.c. It is
known that none of these implications reverse.
Definition 31. A poset P is said to have the κ-Knaster property if for any sequence
xpα : α ă κy Ă P, there exists A P rκs
κ such that pα MP pβ, for all α, β P A.
Lemma 32. If P has the σ-finite-c.c., then P has the κ-Knaster property for all κ
with cfpκq ą ω.
Proof. Suppose xPn : n P ωy witnesses that P has the σ-finite.c.c. Let xpα : α ă
κy Ă P be any sequence. Since cfpκq ą ω, there exist n P ω and B P rκs
κ
such that
pα P Pn, for all α P B. Define c : rBs
2 Ñ 2 by the condition that cptα, βuq “ 0 iff
pα MP pβ , for every α, β P B with α ă β. There cannot be a 1-homogeneous set of
order-type ω. So by the partition relation κ Ñ pκ, ωq
2
, there is a 0-homogeneous
set A P rBs
κ
. Clearly, xpα : α P Ay is as needed. %
Definition 33. For a limit ordinal δ, a proper ideal I on δ is said to be uniform
if for all α ă δ, α P I. A uniform ideal I on δ is called normal if for any X P I`
and any regressive map f : X Ñ δ, there exists α P δ such that f´1ptαuq P I`.
Definition 34. Let δ be a limit ordinal and I a uniform ideal on δ. We define
ideals I n on rδsn by induction on 1 ď n ă ω. By identifying rδs1 with δ, we define
I 1 “ I . Now given I n on rδs
n
, where 1 ď n ă ω, we define I n`1 to be!
X Ă rδs
n`1
:
!
α ă δ : pXqα P pI
nq
`
)
P I
)
,
where pXqα “ tF ztαu : F P X ^minpF q “ αu.
It is easily checked that I n is an ideal on rδsn. Moreover for 1 ď n ă ω and
X Ă rδs
n`1
, X P
`
I n`1
˘`
iff
!
α ă δ : pXqα P pI
nq
`
)
P I `, and because of the
assumption that I is uniform, X P
`
I n`1
˘˚
iff
 
α ă δ : pXqα P pI
nq
˚(
P I ˚.
Lemmas 35 and 37 are folklore. We include a proof for the reader’s convenience.
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Lemma 35. Suppose κ is an uncountable cardinal and I is a normal ideal on κ.
If P is any c.c.c. forcing, then , “ I generates a normal ideal on κ 2.
Proof. If G is pV,Pq-generic, then in VrGs, I “ tX Ă κ : DY P I rX Ă Y su is the
ideal generated by I; it is a uniform ideal on κ. Let I˚ be a P-name in V for the
ideal generated by I. Fix X˚ P VP and p P P.
Claim 36. If p , X˚ Ă κ^ X˚ P I˚ , then there is Y P I such that p , X˚ Ă Y .
Proof. Since p , DY P I
”
X˚ Ă Y
ı
and since P is c.c.c., we may find a maximal
antichain tpn : n P ωu below p and a set tYn : n P ωu Ă I such that for each n P ω,
pn , X˚ Ă Yn. By normality, Y “
Ť
tYn : n P ωu P I. Now for any p
1 ď p, there
exist p2 ď p1 and n P ω such that p2 , X˚ Ă Yn, whence p
2 , X˚ Ă Y . Thus
p , X˚ Ă Y . %
Now suppose f˚ P VP and p , “X˚ Ă κ and f˚ is a regressive map from X˚ to κ2.
For each α ă κ, let X˚α be a P-name such that p , X˚α “ f˚
´1ptαuq. Assume
that for all α ă κ, p , X˚α P I˚ . Applying the claim find Yα P I such that
p , X˚α Ă Yα. By normality, Y “ t0u Y tβ ă κ : Dα ă β rβ P Yαsu P I. Now
p , X˚ Ă Y . For otherwise, there would be p1 ď p, β P κzY , and α P κ such that
p1 , β P X˚ ^ f˚pβq “ α. It would follow that β P Yα, and that since β ą 0, α ă β.
However this would imply that β P Y , which is a contradiction. Thus we conclude
p , X˚ Ă Y , and so p , X˚ P I˚ . %
Lemma 37. Suppose κ is an uncountable cardinal and I is a normal ideal on
κ. Let P be a c.c.c. poset. Let I˚ be a P-name for the ideal generated by I. Fix
1 ď n ă ω, X˚ P VP, and p P P. If p , X˚ Ă rκs
n
^ X˚ P I˚ n, then there exists
Y P In such that p , X˚ Ă Y .
Proof. By induction on n. When n “ 1, Claim 36 gives what is needed. Assume
the statement is true for n and consider n ` 1. By the maximal principle, there
is A˚ P VP such that p ,
"
α ă κ :
´
X˚
¯
α
P
´
I˚ n
¯`*
“ A˚ P I˚ . Applying the
case n “ 1, which has already been proved, find B P I such that p , A˚ Ă B.
We are going to define a sequence xDα : α P κy as follows. First consider the
case when α P κzB. Applying the maximal principle again, there is a C˚α P V
P
such that p ,
!
F ztαu : F P X˚ ^minpF q “ α
)
“ C˚α P I˚
n. Once again there is
Dα P I
n such that p , C˚α Ă Dα. Next if α P B, then set Dα “ rκs
n
. Now define
Y “ ts P rκs
n`1
: sztminpsqu P Dminpsqu. Then for any α ă κ, pY qα Ă Dα, and
so tα ă κ : pY qα P pI
nq`u Ă B. Therefore, Y P In`1. It is not hard to see that
p , X˚ Ă Y . For suppose not. Let G be a pV,Pq-generic filter with p P G such
that in VrGs, there exists F P X˚ rGs with F R Y . Let α “ minpF q. If α P B,
then F ztαu P rκs
n
“ Dα, whence F P Y . On the other hand if α P κzB, then
F ztαu P C˚α rGs Ă Dα, and so once again F P Y . Thus both cases lead to a
contradiction. %
Lemma 38. Suppose κ is a measurable cardinal and U is a normal measure on κ.
Let I “ U˚. Suppose xPα, Q˚α : α ď κy is an FS iteration such that for each α ă κ,
,α“ Q˚α is σ-linked and
ˇˇ
ˇQ˚α
ˇˇ
ˇ ă κ 2. Let G be pV,Pκq-generic. In VrGs define
I to be the ideal on κ generated by I. Then for each 1 ď n ă ω, pI nq
`
has the
σ-bounded-c.c.
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Proof. Because the Pα are c.c.c. and because of the hypothesis that for all α ă κ
,α“Q˚α is σ-linked and
ˇˇ
ˇQ˚α
ˇˇ
ˇ ă κ2, we can find a sequence x˚gα : α ă κy and a dense
set D Ă Pκ such that:
(1) for each α ă κ, g˚α is a Pα-name, ,α g˚α : Q˚α Ñ ω and ,α@q, q
1 P
Q˚α
”˚
gαpqq “ g˚αpq
1q ùñ q M
Q˚α
q1
ı
;
(2) for each p P D, there exists a function σp : supptppq Ñ ω such that @α P
supptppq rpæα ,α g˚αpppαqq “ σppαqs;
(3) for each α ă κ, |tpæα : p P Du| ă κ.
For any p P D, let mp “ otppsupptppqq, and for each i ă mp let supptppqpiq
denote the ith element of supptppq. Define a function τp : mp Ñ ω by τppiq “
σppsupptppqpiqq, for each i ă mp. Let G be pV,Pκq-generic. In VrGs, I is a
normal ideal because of Lemma 35; hence it is κ-complete. Now a simple induction
on 1 ď n ă ω shows that I n is κ-complete. Returning toV, for each 1 ď n ă ω, let
L˚n be a full Pκ-name denoting pI
nq`, and for each X˚ P dompL˚nq and s P rκs
n, let
Rps, X˚q “ tp P D : p , s P X˚u. Move back to VrGs and work there. We first point
out a simple consequence of (3) and the κ-completeness of I n. If X P pI nq` and
α ă κ, then for any X˚ P dompL˚nq such that X˚ rGs “ X , there exist q P Pα, m P ω,
and τ P ωm such that ts P X : Dp P G X Rps, X˚q rpæα “ q ^mp “ m^ τp “ τ su P
pI nq`. For each m P ω and τ P ωm, define Fm,τ by stipulating that X P Fm,τ iff
X P pI nq
`
and there exists X˚ P dompL˚nq such that
X˚ rGs “ X ^
!
s P X : Dp P GXRps, X˚q rmp “ m^ τp “ τ s
)
P pI nq
`
.
By the above remarks pI nq
`
“
Ť
tFm,τ : m P ω ^ τ P ω
mu. For m, τ with m P ω
and τ P ωm, let a “ 2m and b “ m` 1. Define fpm, τq “
b!ab`1
ˆ
1´
1
2!a
´
2
3!a2
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´
b´ 1
b!ab´1
˙
.
We claim that xFm,τ : m P ω ^ τ P ω
my and f witness that pI nq
`
has the σ-
bounded-c.c. Suppose not. Fix m P ω and τ P ωm. Let tXj : j ă fpm, τq ` 1u Ă
Fm,τ and suppose that for all j ă j
1 ă fpm, τq ` 1, Xj X Xj1 P I
n. For each
j ă fpm, τq ` 1, fix X˚j P dompL˚nq such that
X˚j rGs “ Xj ^ ts P Xj : Dp P GXRps, X˚jq rmp “ m^ τp “ τ su P pI
nq
`
.
Applying Lemma 37, find q P G and Y P In such that for each j ă j1 ă fpm, τq`1,
the relation q , X˚j X X˚j1 Ă Y holds in V. Put α “ suptξ ` 1 : ξ P supptpqqu ă κ.
Because of (3) above, for each j ă fpm, τq ` 1, there exists rj P Pα such that
Yj “ ts P Xj : Dp P GXRps, X˚jq rpæα “ rj ^mp “ m^ τp “ τ su P pI
nq
`
. Choose
sj P Yj and p
˚
j P G witnessing this. As G is a filter, there is q0 P G such that
q0 ď q and q0æα ď rj , for each j ă fpm, τq ` 1. Back in V, let Zj “ ts P
rκsn : Dp P Rps, X˚jq rpæα “ rj ^mp “ m^ τp “ τ su. Note that I
n is a maximal
ideal in V and that In “ PV prκsnq X I n. It follows that Zj P pI
nq˚. Let
Z “
Ş
jăfpm,τq`1Zj. Then ZzY ‰ 0. Choose s P ZzY and for each j ă fpm, τq`1,
choose pj witnessing that s P Zj. Thus for all j ă fpm, τq`1, |supptppjqzα| ď m`1.
By Theorem III of [4], there exist F Ă fpm, τq ` 1 and S such that |F | ą 2m and
@j, j1 P F rj ă j1 ùñ psupptppjqzαq X psupptppj1qzαq “ Ss. For each j P F , define
xj “ ti ă m : supptppjqpiq P Su. As |F | ą 2
m, we can find j, j1 P F with j ă j1
and x P Ppmq such that xj “ xj1 “ x. We are going to find p P Pκ such that
p ď q, pj , pj1 . This would be a contradiction because in V, p , s P X˚j X X˚j1 Ă Y ,
and yet s P ZzY .
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Define ppβq “ q0pβq, for all β ă α. Then pæα ď qæα, pjæα, pj1æα. If β P
supptppjqz pS Y αq, then define ppβq “ pjpβq, and if β P supptppj1 qz pS Y αq, then
define ppβq “ pj1pβq. Finally if β P κz pαY supptppjq Y supptppj1qq, then define
ppβq “ 1˚β. If S “ 0, then the definition of p is complete and p is as required.
Suppose S ‰ 0. Note that S “ tsupptppjqpiq : i P xu “ tsupptppj1qpiq : i P
xu and that @i P x rsupptppjqpiq “ supptppj1qpiqs. For ease of notation, denote
supptppjqpiq by γi, for each i P x. We define ppγiq by induction on i P x. Fix i P x
and suppose that pæγi has been defined in such a way that pæγi ď pjæγi, pj1æγi.
Then pæγi ,γi g˚γippjpγiqq “ g˚γippj1 pγiqq, and so there is q˚ P dompQ˚γiq such that
pæγi ,γi q˚ ď pjpγiq, pj1pγiq. Set ppγiq “ q˚. Now pæγi` 1 is fully defined and pæγi`
1 ď pjæγi ` 1, pj1æγi ` 1. Moreover, if xz pi` 1q ‰ 0 and i
1 “ minpxz pi` 1qq, then
pæγi1 is fully defined and pæγi1 ď pjæγi1 , pj1æγi1 , so that the induction can proceed.
This completes the definition of p and it is easy to check that p ď q, pj , pj1 . %
We next show that if I is any normal ideal on an uncountable cardinal κ with
the property that for each 1 ď n ă ω, pI nq
`
is κ-Knaster, then κÑ pκ, αq
2
holds
for all α ă ω1. Our Theorem 44 should be compared with Kunen’s classical result
from [7] that if κ is real valued measurable, then κÑ pκ, αq
2
holds for all α ă ω1.
Definition 39. Let δ be any ordinal and c : rδs
2
Ñ 2 be a coloring. For α P δ,
define K1,cpαq “ tβ ă δ : α ă β ^ cptα, βuq “ 1u. We will omit the subscript c
when it is clear from the context. For X Ă δ and n P ω, define X rns “ tF P rXs
n
:
rF s
2
Ă K1,cu.
Lemma 40. Let κ ą ω be a cardinal and let I be a normal ideal on κ. Suppose
c : rκs
2
Ñ 2 is a coloring with no 0-homogeneous set of size κ. Then for every
X P I ` there exists α P X such that X XK1pαq P I
`.
Proof. Suppose not. We get a contradiction to the hypotheses by constructing a 0-
homogeneous subset of X of size κ as follows. Fix δ ă κ and suppose tαγ : γ ă δu Ă
X is given. Assume that for all β ă γ ă δ, αβ ă αγ and that cptαβ , αγuq “ 0. By
the normality of I , Y “
´Ť
γăδpX XK1pαγqq
¯
Y
´Ť
γăδpαγ ` 1q
¯
P I . Choose
αδ P XzY . It is clear that αδ is as needed. %
Lemma 41. Let κ, I , and c satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 40. Let θ be a large
enough regular cardinal. Suppose n P ω and suppose M0 P ¨ ¨ ¨ P Mn`1 is a chain
such that for each 0 ď i ď n` 1,
(1) Mi ă Hpθq with κ,I , c PMi;
(2) |Mi| ă κ and Mi X κ P κ.
For each 0 ď i ď n ` 1, define Ii “
Ť
pMi XI q. If α0, . . . , αn are members of κ
such that:
(3) for each 0 ď i ď n, αi PMi`1zIi;
(4) rtα0, . . . , αnus
2 Ă K1,
then K1pα0q X ¨ ¨ ¨ XK1pαnq P I
`.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n “ 0, K1pα0q P I
` because by
Lemma 40, tα ă κ : K1pαq P I u P I XM0. Suppose the claim holds for n P ω and
considerM0 P ¨ ¨ ¨ PMn`1 PMn`2 and α0, . . . , αn, αn`1 satisfying the hypotheses of
the claim. By the induction hypothesis, X “ K1pα0qX ¨ ¨ ¨XK1pαnq P I
`XMn`1.
Again by Lemma 40, Y “ tα P X : X X K1pαq P I u P I X Mn`1. By (3)
αn`1 R Y and by (4) αn`1 P X . Therefore X X K1pαn`1q “ K1pα0q X ¨ ¨ ¨ X
K1pαnq XK1pαn`1q P I
`. %
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Lemma 42. Let κ, I , and c satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 40. Suppose in
addition that for each 1 ď n ă ω, pI nq` has the κ-Knaster property. Fix X P I `
and n P ω. For every Z P PpX rn`1sq X
`
I n`1
˘`
there exists α P X such that
@A P I n`1DF P ZzA
”
F P pK1pαqq
rn`1s
ı
.
Proof. First if n “ 0, then recalling our identification of rκs
1
with κ, the hypotheses
say that Z Ă X and that Z P I `. So by Lemma 40, there is α P Z Ă X such that
Z XK1pαq P I
`. Given any A P I 1 “ I , choose any β P pZ XK1pαqq zA. Then
β P ZzA and β P K1pαq, as required.
Assume that 1 ď n ă ω. Aiming for a contradiction, fix a counterexample
Z P PpX rn`1sq X
`
I n`1
˘`
. Then for each α P X there exists Aα P I
n`1 such
that for each F P ZzAα, F R pK1pαqq
rn`1s
. For each α P X note that Lα “!
β ă κ : pAαqβ P pI
nq
`
)
P I . For α P κzX , let Lα “ 0. By the normality of
I , L “ tβ ă κ : Dα ă β rβ P Lαsu P I . Since Z P
`
I n`1
˘`
, by definition
Z˚ “ tβ ă κ : pZqβ P pI
nq`u P I `. Observe that Z˚ Ă X and that Z˚˚ “
Z˚zL P I `. Now it is easy to see that for each β P Z˚˚, pZqβzBβ P pI
nq
`
, where
Bβ “
Ť!
pAαqβ : α P Z
˚˚ ^ α ă β
)
. Using the fact that pI nq
`
has the κ-Knaster
property and the fact that Z˚˚ P rκs
κ
, it is possible to find Z˚˚˚ P rZ˚˚s
κ
such
that @β, γ P Z˚˚˚
”´
pZqβzBβ
¯
X
´
pZqγzBγ
¯
P pI nq
`
ı
. Since c does not have
any 0-homogeneous sets of size κ, there exist β, γ P Z˚˚˚ such that β ă γ and
cptβ, γuq “ 1. Choose G P
´
pZqβzBβ
¯
X
´
pZqγzBγ
¯
. There exist H,F P Z such
that G “ Hztβu “ F ztγu, β “ minpHq, and γ “ minpF q. Thus H,F P X rn`1s,
and since cptβ, γuq “ 1, it follows that F P pK1pβqq
rn`1s
. This implies F P Aβ
because of the choice of Aβ . Therefore G P pAβqγ . However since β P Z
˚˚ and
β ă γ, we get that G P Bγ , contradicting the choice of G. %
Lemma 43. Let κ,I , c, θ, n,M0, . . . ,Mn`1, and α0, . . . , αn be as in Lemma 41.
Moreover suppose that for all 1 ď m ă ω, pImq
`
has the κ-Knaster property.
Let X P M0 X I
` and suppose that H “ tα0, . . . , αnu Ă X. Then Dα P X X
M0
”
H P pK1pαqq
rn`1s
ı
.
Proof. Suppose not. For each β ă κ define Y pβq “!
F P X rn`1s : @α ď β
”
α P X ùñ F R pK1pαqq
rn`1s
ı)
.
It is clear from the definition that @β ď γ ă κ rY pγq Ă Y pβqs. Note that xY pβq :
β ă κy PM0. If β PM0X κ, then Y pβq P
`
I n`1
˘`
because H P Y pβq (by the sup-
pose not). It follows from the elementarity of M0 that @β ă κ
”
Y pβq P
`
I n`1
˘`ı
.
Since
`
I n`1
˘`
has the κ-Knaster property, we can fix β ă κ such that @β ď
γ ă κ
“
Y pβqzY pγq P I n`1
‰
. Let Z “ Y pβq. Then Z P PpX rn`1sq X
`
I
n`1
˘`
and since X P I `, Lemma 42 applies and implies that there is α P X such
that @A P I n`1DF P ZzA
”
F P pK1pαqq
rn`1s
ı
. Let γ “ maxtα, βu and A “
Y pβqzY pγq P I n`1. Find F P ZzA with F P pK1pαqq
rn`1s. But now in con-
tradiction to the definition of Y pγq, we have F P Y pγq, α ď γ, α P X , and yet
F P pK1pαqq
rn`1s
. %
Theorem 44. Let κ ą ω be a cardinal. Let I be a normal ideal on κ. If for all
1 ď n ă ω, pI nq
`
has the κ-Knaster property, then κÑ pκ, αq
2
for every α ă ω1.
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Proof. Let c : rκs
2
Ñ 2 be a coloring. Assume that there is no 0-homogeneous set
of size κ. Fix δ ă ω1. We must find a 1-homogeneous set of order type δ. In fact it
will be notationally more convenient to find a 1-homogeneous set of order type δ`1,
which is of course sufficient. We may also assume that δ ě ω because otherwise we
may use the partition relation κ Ñ pκ, ωq2. Fix a sequence xNγ : γ ă δ ` 2y such
that:
(1) for each γ ă δ ` 2, Nγ ă Hpθq with κ,I , c P Nγ ;
(2) for each γ ă δ ` 2, |Nγ | ă κ and Nγ X κ P κ;
(3) @β ă γ ă δ ` 2 rNβ P Nγ ^Nβ Ă Nγs.
For each γ ă δ ` 2, let Iγ “
Ť
pNγ XI q. We will find a sequence xαγ : γ ă δ ` 1y
such that:
(4) for each γ ă δ ` 1, αγ P κX pNγ`1zIγq;
(5) rtαγ : γ ă δ ` 1us
2 Ă K1,c.
It is easy to see that tαγ : γ ă δ ` 1u would be a subset of κ of order type δ ` 1
so that this would be the 1-homogeneous set we are looking for. Let tγn : n P ωu
be an enumeration without repetition of δ ` 1 such that γ0 “ 0 and γ1 “ δ. First
applying Lemma 40 to κzI0 P I
`, we can find α0 P N1 such that α0 P κzI0
and pκzI0q X K1pα0q P I
`. Next to find αδ, let X “ pκzI0q X K1pα0q and note
that X P I `. So XzIδ ‰ 0 because Iδ P I . Since XzIδ P Nδ`1, there exists
αδ P Nδ`1 X pXzIδq. It is clear that αδ is as needed.
Now fix 1 ă n ă ω and assume that for all i ă n, αγi has been defined so
that (4) and (5) are satisfied. Consider L “ ti ă n : γi ă γnu. Note that
0 P L. Let β0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă βl´1 enumerate the set tγi : i P Lu in increasing order.
Define βl “ γn. Then β0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă βl´1 ă βl holds. Now we can apply Lemma
41 with Mi “ Nβi , for all 0 ď i ď l, and αi “ αβi , for all 0 ď i ď l ´ 1 to
conclude that Y “
Ş
tK1pαγiq : i P Lu P I
`. Redefine X “ Y zIγn and note that
X P Npγnq`1 X I
` because Iγn P I . Consider M “ ti ă n : γi ą γnu. Note
1 P M . Let η1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ηm enumerate the set tγi : i P Mu in increasing order. For
0 ď i ď m define βi as follows: define β0 “ pγnq`1; if i ‰ 0, then put βi “ pηiq`1.
Then β0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă βm ă δ ` 2 holds. For all 0 ď i ď m, define Mi “ Nβi. Next
suppose 0 ď i ď m ´ 1. Then ηi`1 “ γj for some j P M . Define αi “ αγj . It is
easy to check that tα0, . . . , αm´1u P X r
ms. So Lemma 43 applies (with m ´ 1 as
n) and implies that there exists αγn P M0 “ Nβ0 “ Npγnq`1 such that αγn P X
and tα0, . . . , αm´1u P pK1pαγnqq
rms
. This αγn is as needed. This completes the
construction and the proof. %
Corollary 45. Let κ ą ω be a measurable cardinal. There is a c.c.c. forcing
extension in which c “ κ, MApσ´ linkedq holds, and cÑ pc, αq2, for all α ă ω1. In
particular in this extension, addpN q “ b “ κ “ c and κÑ pκ, αq
2
, for all α ă ω1.
Proof. By standard arguments, MAăκpσ´linkedq is equivalent to MAăκpσ´linkedq
restricted to posets of size less than κ. Using the facts that κ is regular, that κ ą ω,
and that 2ăκ “ κ, it is possible to fix a bookkeeping function F which will ensure
that all names for posets of size less than κ are eventually considered during our
iteration. We do an FS iteration xPα, Q˚α : α ď κy as follows. At a stage α ă κ, let
F pαq be the object handed to us by the bookkeeping function. If F pαq is a Pα-name
and ,α“F pαq is a σ ´ linked poset such that |F pαq| ă κ
2, then let Q˚α be a full
Pα-name such that ,αF pαq “ Q˚α. Otherwise we let Q˚α be a full Pα-name for the
trivial poset. This specifies the iteration. This is an FS iteration of c.c.c. posets, and
hence Pκ is c.c.c. Simple cardinality calculations show that |Pκ| “ κ. It follows that
if G is any pV,Pκq-generic filter, then in VrGs, c ď κ. The bookkeeping function
F ensures that MAăκpσ´ linkedq holds in VrGs. Hence c “ κ and MApσ´ linkedq
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holds. This implies that addpN q “ b “ c “ κ. Finally by Lemmas 35, 38, and
32 there is a normal ideal I on κ such that for each 1 ď n ă ω, pI nq
`
has the
κ-Knaster property. Therefore Theorem 44 applies and implies that κ Ñ pκ, αq
2
holds in VrGs for all α ă ω1. %
Note that b is equal to a former large cardinal in our model, meaning that,
among other things, b is a fixed point of the ℵ–operation. So we can ask about the
relation bÑ pb, αq
2
for smaller more accessible values of b. This is of course related
to the issue of whether any large cardinals are needed to show the consistency of
bÑ pb, αq
2
, for all α ă ω1.
Question 46. What is the consistency strength of the relation bÑ pb, αq
2
, for all
α ă ω1? Can it be proved from a weakly compact cardinal?
Question 47. Is it consistent to have c “ b “ ω2 and c Ñ pc, αq
2
for all α ă ω1?
Note that a positive answer to Question 47 requires that there be no ω2-Suslin
trees. Finally, we can ask whether the MApσ ´ linkedq in Corollary 45 can be
replaced with a stronger forcing axiom.
Question 48. Is ZFC`MA` @α ă ω1
”
cÑ pc, αq2
ı
consistent?
According to Theorem 2 of [14], there is a c.c.c. poset of size κ which forces
κ Û pκ, ω ` 2q
2
as long as cfpκq ą ω. This example shows that even when κ is a
measurable cardinal, there need not be a normal ideal on κ satisfying the hypothesis
of Theorem 44 after an FS iteration of c.c.c. posets each having size less than κ is
performed.
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